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ABSTRACT

Nineteen finite element analyses are carried out in order to investigate the influence of the can length on the static
strength of compression loaded uniplanar X-joints. The influence of the can length on the static strength is shown. The ulti
mate load values obtained from the numerical analyses are compared with the IIW, API and the AWS formulae. It appears
that, for uniplanar X-joints with ~.values below 1.0, the API gives minimum required can lengths which are too small, reo
sulting in unsafe design strengths. The AWS gives a good approximation for the reduction in joint strength with reduction in
can length.

NOMENCLATURE

do : outer diameter of chord
to wall thickness of chord
tcan: wall thickness of can
dI : outer diameter of braces

fy,o: yield stress of chord member
fu,o: ultimate tensile stress of chord member
10 length of chord
lean: can length
tI : wall thickness of braces
Fu: ultimate axial force on braces
a geometric chord length parameter 2*lrJdo

13 diameter ratio dl/do

y : chord radius to thickness ratio drJ2*to

r wall thickness ratio t lito

INTRODUCTION

In the past, many questions arose regarding the influence of the
can length on joint strength. The AWS (1988) gives recommenda

tions for the reduction in joint strength as a result of a reduction in
can length. The API (1987), on the other hand, only takes the in
fluence of the can into account if the can length is above a speci
fied value. However, the minimum required can length recom
mended by API is significantly less than that required by the
AWS. In order to investigate the influence of the can length on the

static strength of uniplanar X-joints for f3-values other than 0.48,
as done by van der Vegte (June 1991), additional nonlinear finite

element analyses on tubular X-joints, subjected to compression
loading, have been performed, The general purpose finite element
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computer programme MARC has been used for the numerical
work. The numerically determined ultimate loads are compared
with the values recommended by API (1987), AWS (1988), IIW
(1989) and Kurobane (1980,1981).

RESEARCH PROGRAMME

The research programme is summarized in Table 1. The config
uration of the X-joints is shown in Fig. 1. The study consists of 19
finite element analyses on tubular X-joints subjected to compres
sive brace loading, Five can lengths have been considered for four
f3-values (13 = 0.25, 0.48, 0.73, 1.0), For the joints with 13 = 0.25
and 0.48, the thickness ratio r is set to 0.5, while for the joints
with 13 = 0.73 and 1.0, r is taken as 1.0. In all the cases consid

ered, a = 11.5, 2y = do/to = 50.8 and tcan/to = 2.0. Therefore,
dO/tcan = 25.4. This dO/tcan ratio is in the middle of the range of

Nominal dimensions [mm] Non-dimensional
Chord

Braces parameters
Joint

dotodltltean10 lean a~ 2yr
XI

406.48.0 101.6 4.016.0 2342011.50.2550.80.5
X2

* 406.48.0 101.6 8.016.0 234230511.50.2550.81.0
X3

406.48.0 101.6 8.016.0 234261011.50.2550.81.0
X4

406.48.0 101.6 8.016.0 2342121911.50.2550.81.0

X5
406.48.0 101.6 8.016.0 2342234211.50.2550.81.0

X6

406.48.0 193.7 4.016.0 2342011.50.4850.80.5

X7

* 406.48.0 193.7 8.016.0 234239711.50.48 50.81.0
X8

406.48.0 193.7 8.016.0 234261011.50.4850.81.0

X9
406.48.0 193.7 8.016.0 2342121911.50.4850.81.0

XIO
406.48.0 193.7 8.016.0 2342234211.50.4850.81.0

XII

406.48.0 298.5 8.016.0 2342011.50.73 50.81.0

X12 *

406.48.0 298.5 16.016.0 234248611.50.7350.82.0
X13

406.48.0 298.5 16.016.0 234261011.50.7350.82.0
X14

406.48.0 298.5 16.016.0 2342121911.50.73 50.82.0
XIS

406.48.0 298.5 16.016.0 2342234211.50.73 50.82.0

Xl6

406.48.0 406.4 8.016.0 2342011.51.050.81.0
XI?*

406.48.0 406.4 16.016.0 234261011.51.050.82.0
XI8

406.48.0 406.4 16.016.0 2342121911.51.050.82.0

X19

406.48.0 406.4 16.016.0 2342234211.51.050.82.0

* For these joints, can length is equal to minimum can length ac
cording to the API specifications.
Table 1 Summary of geometries investigated


